ACROSS
1 Collected and drank tequila shot left by dike (8)
5 Hammerstein's ceremony? (6)
9 Reaction to cooking chic meal (8)
10 In favour of appropriate gains (6)
12 Old theatre constrained by extremely exuberant turn out (5)
13 Basque maybe one of French woman's first in the end (9)
14 Daryl or Gordon? Either way (6)
16 Family members that may be kept in order (7)
19 Opportunist ultimately lost in court (7)
21 Cut short debate about event (6)
23 Drawing catechism out (6)
25 Get to quarter final without exception (5)
26 Works round application in footnote (6)
27 Singer retains support in southern capital (8)
28 Hustle danced in Marple, maybe (6)
29 Foresaw heart of supreme artist returning (8)

DOWN
1 Check visitor's pass (6)
2 Yank collection of kids away from maniac – risked a beating (9)
3 Stop holding end of note for piano (5)
4 Pressed uniform's hard after rain storm (2,1,4)
6 Starts over with levers (9)
7 Boy from the coalfields (5)
8 Deriding writer who's posed with flower on table top (8)
11 Possibility of directing dramatic society's leading characters (4)
15 Refusal to answer memo cannot avoid a disaster (2,7)
17 Increasing knowledge of consumption overwhelms French noble (9)
18 Implement move on horse (8)
20 Woman's inheritance (4)
21 Does holding 28s create a point to settle? (7)
22 Tamed Kate with daughter's cunning (6)
24 Put up with bend in pipe (5)
25 Decides code (5)

Solution 15,805
RESULT SADISTIC
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